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Introduction  

Multi-factor bio-metric authentication is desired for mobile apps and web 

properties. Because multi-factor is security best practice, identities theft is 

among the fastest-growing types of crime and security breaches damage a 

company's reputation. Gorilla Bio-metric Authentication Provider (BAP) provides 

services for developers and companies to recognize and match unique faces in 

photos and images. Our APIs make it easy to integrate face analysis into any 

mobile or web application. 

Features  

Face Detection: Detect one human faces in an image and get back face 

rectangles for where in the image the faces are, along with face attributes 

which contain machine learning-based predictions of facial features. After 

detecting faces, you can take the face rectangle and pass it to face 

verification API to speed up processing. We provide metadata output for other 

application 

 Age: Based on human face into age is separated to three ranges: 20-40, 40-

60, 60-80. 

 Gender 

 Color: Use three colors to represent the major color of the given image. 

 Glasses: We can tell whether the human face with glasses or not 

 Pose: Provide pose-roll, pose-tilt, and pose-yaw three parameters to 

describe the pose of human face in the image 

 Landmark: We use height, width with left-top coordinates to describe the 

landmark of human face in the image 

Face Verification: Users need enroll an image with one human face, then users 

can compare another image with human face and the enrolled identities. 



 
 

 

Face Model Management: We provide APIs for user to update human face 

models. 

Benefits 

Making integration simple 

 Place Bio-metric Authentication Provider in software stack 

 Use Bio-metric Authentication Provider Library to integrate with mobile apps 

 Use Bio-metric Authentication Web Templates or Bio-metric Authentication 

Web Service to integrate with web properties 

 Controls and templates handle bio-metric data collection and upload to 

Bio-metric Authentication Provider 

You Keep Control 

 Bio-metric Authentication Provider never has access to your users’ logins or 

passwords. You store the mapping of login to identity ID. 

 Identity verification produces a simple score from 0-100. Configure Bio-

metric Authentication Provider’s score threshold to determine when 

verification is granted. 

 You determine method for overriding repeated bio-metric authentication 

failure (SMS, Q&A, etc.) 

Privacy 

 Images, videos, and audio sent to Gorilla Authentication Provider are not 

stored in retrievable form 

 Bio-metric Authentication Provider does not provide API access to stored 

models 

 Models cannot be converted back to images, videos, or audio 

 



 
 

 

System Components 
Software Specification 

Performance Criteria Value 

User Enrollment time < 30 seconds 

User verification time < 5 second (depends on network 

transition) 

EER accuracy (same correct 

pairs/diff wrong pairs) 

97.467% (2911/100) 

False Positive rate(FPR) 0.1% 

User facial learning Learn user face every time the system is 

used 

User pose tolerance 15 degree for Tilt, Roll & Yaw 

User verification method Facial and RFID 

Operating light conditions 150 to 300 LUX 

Image size limitation <=1920*1080 pixels 

Face size limitation >= 120*120 pixels 

 

Hardware Specification 

Minimum recommended hardware (2U Rack) 

CPU: Intel E5-2680 v4 * 2 

RAM: 32GB DDR3 

HD: 1.8TB 2.5” SAS HDD x 2 

NET: 4 x 1G 

OS: Windows Server 2012R2 Standard (64bit) x 2 

 


